Cantor Deborah Martin

Spiritual Leader

CEEW SISTERHOOD REPORT – Tikkun Olam Project
Waukesha County Food Pantry: Passover and Beyond
by Sandy Villa
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LET CANTOR MARTIN, CARING COMMITTEE KNOW:

Do you know a Temple
member who is ill or in need of spiritual support of any kind (i.e. loss of job, divorce, difficult
life transitions, etc.)? Contact Cantor Martin at spiritualleader@waukeshatemple.org, or 608698-4363, or contact Caring Committee Chair Marsha Fensin at mfsings@wi.rr.com.

As We Hibernate, Let Us Seek the Light
Towards Hope in the Future

H

CANTOR DEBORAH MARTIN
From the Spiritual Leader’s Desk

Last year’s Purim Play
and celebration Pictured
left to right are: Narrator Noah Sulman, Education Director Carrie
Barbakoff as Pumberesh, Jonah Sulman
as Simbordechai, Cantor
Deborah Martin as
Haman, Ava Koszarek
as Queen Sarabi Vashti,
Tom Braatz as King
Mufachashveriosh and
Julia Christian as Queen Esthernala.
–

–

Please continue reading HIBERNATE
on Page 3

“Life is like riding a bicycle: to keep your balance you must
keep moving.” — Albert Einstein

Regaining our Freedoms
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CARRIE BARBAKOFF
From the Education Director’s Desk
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HIBERNATE
Continued from page 2

BIRTHDAYS
–

-

Share with the congregation all the wonderful things happening in your family.
Send information to: bulletin@waukeshatemple.org.
MARCH 5
7 p.m.: Educator’s’ Shabbat,
Led by Cantor Martin

MARCH
SHABBAT SERVICES

MARCH 12
7 p.m.: Led by Cantor Martin

MARCH 19
7 p.m.: Led by Cantor Martin
MARCH 26
7 p.m.: Member Led

Tributes to our Friend — Lee Fensin

Lee Guaranteed a Quorum
By Joe Dailey
The Subcommittee met semiregularly, had no line in the CEEW
budget, never met via Zoom, never
reported to the Board and was only
modestly productive — unless you
count the laughter. If laughter
counts, it was among CEEW’s most
productive entities.
Regular Subcommittee attendees
were Lee and Marsha Fensin, Ed
and Nolajoy Weiss, and Joe and
Barb Dailey. Carrie Barbakoff and
others participated occasionally.
The Subcommittee did its most
pressing business at The House of
Guinness (HOG) on Waukesha’s
Main Street after CEEW Board Meetings. A gathering of traditional
Irish musicians picked the second
Monday of every month to practice
at the HOG, undoubtedly to coincide with CEEW Board meetings.
Our dear friend Lee brought
laughter, smiles, stories and good
times to Subcommittee proceedings, so he always guaranteed we
would have a quorum.
My Friend Lee Fensin
By Jack Goldberg
I was Lee’s funniest friend. I
know because he kept telling me
so. And if Lee was anything, he
was honest, perhaps brutality honest at times. So, there can be no
doubt about it. But, perhaps, just
maybe, another of Lee’s characteristics was at play when he told me I
was at the top of his funniest
friends list—maybe he told that also to other funny friends to be kind
to them, or because it was true of
one of them, and so was just being
kind to me too. In any case, with
all respect to his other funny
friends, my story is that I was Lee’s
funniest friend. And he was mine.
Lee also was my best CEEW
friend. We exchanged emails every
day and, more often than not,
many emails each day. Serious

news issues, politics, humor, jokes
(endless jokes about Jews), cartoons, sports, including long, long,
almost book-length articles from
The Athletic. He was my source for
my favorite New York Times columnists. In return, I would forward
him Washington Post articles that
he couldn’t read because he was
not a subscriber and had used up
his monthly allotment of a few free
articles. I just liked to tease him
about what he was missing.
Everyone who knew Lee—indeed
anyone who had just met Lee—
marveled at his sense of humor
and loud, deep laugh. His sense of
humor ignited my own, and that
might be why we became such
good friends. We agreed on most
things we discussed, but not everything.

A few stories about Lee
Integrity
People who knew Lee knew his
unparalleled belief in honesty and
integrity. It was completely foreign
to Lee to ever not be 100% honest.
Further, he had a hard time understanding why others didn’t value
and adhere to honesty as he did.
One example was his extreme disappointment in Ryan Braun’s failure to admit his taking banned
substances. Although we all can
agree with Lee, his outrage was so
extreme that Braun’s transgressions were forever unforgivable.
So, although Lee was a Brewers
fan, second only to the Cubs, he
would root against Braun at the
expense of a Brewers win. A perfect Brewers game for Lee was
when the Brewers won but Braun
went 0 for 4. Unless the Brewers
were playing the Cubs, in which
case a Cubs win with 4 Braun
strikeouts would be the best.

THE GREEN FORD
Lee and I used to have lunch together periodically. We used to
meet somewhere, but once he offered to pick me up and take me to

Jake’s Deli on
North Avenue for
a corned beef
sandwich. He
picked me up in
his car which I later named “THE
GREEN FORD.” We
drove at Lee’s usual extremely slow
speed (he once
was pulled over by
the police for going TOO SLOW!),
for which I was thankful because
THE GREEN FORD was of questionable soundness. As I sat in the passenger seat among the debris, I
could see the road passing under
us through the holes in the floor.
And since we were driving in a
somewhat sketchy neighborhood, I
worried that we might break down
and either not make it to lunch or,
if we did, it could be our last lunch.
One thing we didn’t have to worry
about was anyone stealing THE
GREEN FORD while we ate. No one
would have chosen that car to
steal.

Math
I was very disappointed to learn
that Lee didn’t like math and freely
admitted that he wasn’t good at it.
It seemed to me that that was inconsistent with his love of sports
and his career as a sports editor.
Baseball alone has more statistics
than an advanced statistics course.
For Lee, though, the introductory
phrase, “If you do the math” was
just a signal to tune out from whatever was to follow. But because of
my love of math, Lee’s dislike of it
could have eliminated that subject
from our discussions. But I wouldn’t let it happen. So, I used math
as a means to tease Lee whenever I
could. For example, Lee once said
that something was as easy as 2 +
2 = 4. I replied, “Not necessarily.”
In our base 10 it is true but not in
Please continue reading TRIBUTES on page 5
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I could get a lawn umbrella base
because I had “obtained” a lawn
every base. In base 2 (the binary
umbrella but I failed to get its base.
number system) there isn’t even a
Of course, he knew I didn’t steal
2 let alone a 4. And in base 3, 2 + his umbrella—I wouldn’t have left
2 = 11. The exception to Lee’s dis- without the base!
like of math, however, leads to the Lee was my funniest friend!
only math Lee loved: discounts
and coupons, like 2 for 1 restauBy Mari-Claire Zimmerman
rant coupons, or buy one meal get
Lee was always such a friendly
the second meal half off. Lee loved
person. I liked him as soon as I
that kind of math! Which brings us met him. His laugh always made
to the next comment.
everyone happy. Lee was the MasTRIBUTES – Continued from page 4

Lee’s Wallet

The first time I saw Lee’s wallet I
realized why he was a slow walker
with a little shuffle—his wallet was
weighing him
down and causing
him to tilt to the
wallet side. Its
dimensions were
about 6 inches
long, 4 inches
wide, and 5 INCHES THICK! Did he
keep a lot of money in that wallet?
No. He kept all his restaurant coupons in there. Once he generously
gave me one that he wasn’t going
to use. (I repaid him by giving him
all my expired coupons.)

ter of Ceremonies when we led
Shabbat services together with Marsha singing the songs. He always
had a lighthearted comment to
start the services. I enjoyed going
out to Rochester Deli with Lee and
Marsha. Lee was invaluable to the
temple when he helped publish the
monthly bulletin. I will miss Lee
every day. Good-bye my friend.

By Elly Kraines
Lee was a very kind person, not
only to us, but to our whole community and everyone who knew
him. He was an active member of
our dining group. He never failed
to say how much he enjoyed the
event and thanked us for doing it.
As member of the caring committee,
he called or emailed the people
The Lawn Umbrella
who
were sick or receiving treatOne day Lee told me someone
ment
for some ailment. He kept in
stole his lawn umbrella. As noted
constant contact with them.
above, dishonesty was not someWhen Nate was receiving daily
thing Lee could ever understand.
So, he was very upset that someone treatments at the hospital and I was
scheduled for eye surgery, he
came into his yard and took his
brought me to the eye surgery and
lawn umbrella. He noted that for
the appointment the next day.
some strange reason the no-good
We emailed and bantered about
thief didn’t take the base stand of
the Brewers and the Cubs. Every
the umbrella, and now he had an
time he came upon a baseball artiumbrella stand but no umbrella.
cle he thought I might be interestRealizing that both our memories
ed in, he emailed it to me. He nevwere fading a bit (discovered by
er gloated about the Cubs when
each of us occasionally sending
they were winning. I cannot say
jokes to each other that we origithe reverse was true.
nally got from the other), I had an
The funny story about Lee – at
idea. A while after Lee told me
one
of our dining events, when the
about the umbrella theft, I asked
waitress
offered flourless chocolate
him if he happened to know where

cake for dessert, he asked the waitress: “Is it as good as Elly’s flourless chocolate cake.” Of course,
the waitress had no idea who Elly
was.
I will never again eat flourless
chocolate cake without thinking of
Lee.
By Bill Lowell –
with input from Jan
One of the things I always enjoyed
about Lee was his thoughtfulness
and kindness. I would always receive an email from Lee on my
birthday, anniversary or religious
holidays providing good wishes
and always some sage advice. On
our anniversary Lee sent Jan and I
an email telling each of us that I
should remember that “JAN IS ALWAYS RIGHT.” Remember no arguments today. By the way, he sent
the same email to Jan, telling her
that “BILL IS ALWAYS RIGHT.”
Last year I told Lee that I wanted
to learn more about the strategies
of Baseball and could he recommend a good baseball book that
could help me out. Well, Lee sent
me the first email with a list of
about ten books on baseball, several of them regarding the Cubs. The
following week, another email arrived from Lee with ten more suggestions. About a month later, another email from Lee arrived with
more suggestions. The funny
thing, every other month, he would
send me more suggestions. I need
to retire so I can read all of his suggestions.
Both Lee and Marsha are responsible for Jan and I being members at
Congregation Emanu-El of
Waukesha. We have been lucky
enough to be friends with them for
more than 35 years. We first met
them at Congregation Sinai in Fox
Point, where Marsha was singing
and serving as the Cantor. Almost
twenty years later, Jan and I were
Please continue reading TRIBUTES on page 6
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shopping for a new Congregation,
having recently moved to Eagle.
We ran into Lee and Marsha at the
Waterstreet Brewery and they sold
us on joining the Waukesha Congregation. And, as they say, the
rest is history.
During one of our many dinning
club outings, with the Temple
group, we were sitting with Lee and
Marsha at a table in this Chinese
Restaurant in Waukesha. Typically,
we ALWAYS save some of our food
and bring it home to the dog(s) so
they could have a taste of our dinners. Lee was well aware of our
tradition and practice. On this
evening, the food was so bad, that
we decided to leave our leftovers,
without asking for take-home cartons. Lee noticed this and asked
us why we were not going to get a
doggie bag for our then dogs, Jack
and Bailey. Jan told him how bad
the food was, and not worth even
giving it to our dogs. Lee started
laughing uncontrollable (with that
deep belly laugh) and teasing us
that “the food was so bad it was
not fit for the dogs.” Years later,
he continued to remind us of that
story. We think it made the night
memorable.

By Ann Klein
Around 2012, when Lee was our
bulletin editor, I was writing a few
stories about some of our members. That’s about the time that
Lee asked me, as the oldest member here in Waukesha, if I’d write a
story about my mother, Nettie Israel, one of our founders. So, as that
worked, Lee then asked if I could
do one about our temple’s history
and, while at it, about our Rabbi
Manfred Swarsensky. Along the
way, we had many conversations,
and not just about writing. But as
my brother, Dan or Studebaker
Dan, who was in our first temple’s
kindergarten class, passed away, I
sent him a copy of what I wrote to
be read at his funeral. Thereupon,
always the writer/editor, Lee had
me forward my “masterpiece” to
him. As editor in chief, he took my
By Rick Steinberg
“page plus,” and published a small
My memory of Lee Fensin is of a
portion. I didn’t hold this against
person who put others before him- Lee, because I vowed to do one on
self. He was a kind and humble
my dad’s dealership and all the
man. He would always act interest- characters, etc. in it.
ed in what I was doing and what
In sum, which can never be when
was going on in my life. He wrote it comes to my very dear friend, or
a few articles in the bulletin that
for Marsha, aside from our outings
mentioned myself or my wife, and to Rochester Deli, where I ordered
he did them in a way that was upa corn beef sandwich, Lee’s favorlifting and fun. He had a great
ite was a meatloaf sandwich. This I
ability to make others the focus of could not understand because, so I
attention and did it in a very good thought, who orders such a thing
way. He was a perfect example of at a deli.
what others should strive to be
like.
By Carol O’Neil
Let me extend true sympathy on
the passing of Lee. He was a true

mensch. His strength was being
true to each of his families; home,
work and CEEW. His love for you,
Marsha, was obvious.
My thanks to both Lee and Marsha for allowing me to hitch a ride
to dining events that went beyond
Brookfield. It was sure nice to be
able to drive to your home or meet
at a park and ride. The day we
went to Max and Bennie’s, I was
pleased that Lee knew all the back
roads. I found I was not the only
one who would rather stay off the
freeway.
Virtual Hugs until we can meet in
person again.
By Deb Hacker
Curious, caring and precise word
master, sports-focused, involved
professional, supportive, nurturing
family man.
May his memory be a blessing, as
his life was also a blessing.
For he touched the lives and
hearts of many.
By Barb Mulhern
Whenever I think of Lee I think of
his big smile.
That’s how he always greeted me
when we saw each other – and his
first words always were: “How is
your family?”
Our in-person interactions were
only a few times a year because of
the great distance I live from the
temple. But as soon as we met, we
became “kindred spirits” having
both worked in demanding journalism jobs for many years.
When Lee finally retired and told
me it was to spend more time with
Marsha, it didn't surprise me at all.
His deep love for his family was
evident to everyone who knew him.
Lee and I continued to periodically communicate, even when I was
no longer a temple member. He
was someone with whom you wanted to share your “simchas” – such
Please continue reading TRIBUTES on page 7
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as the recent birth of our second grandchild – because you knew his joy for you was real.
Lee, you will be missed by everyone who knew you,
and I truly feel I am a better person for having
known you.
May your memory be a blessing.
By Elaine Goldberg
Lee was the quintessential family man. His delight
in his family radiated out from his whole being. Additionally, Lee’s true caring and concern for others
was evident to so many members of CEEW. Whenever I saw Lee, before I could even get a word out, he
always asked me about my family. Of course, after I
told him about my family, I always enjoyed hearing
about him and his family.
When I was a member of the Ritual Committee, I
handed out parts for the High Holiday services. Traditionally Ed Weiss read the Book of Jonah beautifully
on Yom Kippur afternoon. Lee told me that he had
heard that Ed was going to be away on Yom Kippur.
Lee told me that he had always wanted to read the
Book of Jonah and volunteered to read it. I was delighted to assign it to Lee, but Lee made sure that I
knew that if Ed were home for Yom Kippur, he would
want Ed to read it. Lee’s altruism will always remain
in my memories of him.

On the Death of a Friend
By Marcy Hotz
At an Italian restaurant on the lake
Marsha, Lee, Jim and me
We ate and drank all the wine we could take
Having fun with them and we.
The Cornerstone in Genesee
Near the Depot and Union House
So many places we together dined
Whenever we went to carouse.
The Administrator job I taught to him
And so many things he taught to me
When he stood up to do the task
A finer mensch there could never be.
On the bulletin Lee worked tirelessly
And lent a hand when he could
On so many other tasks around our place,
I am grateful he gave us all his good.
He has left us now, I am so distressed
The last time I saw him was on Zoom
We will never again enjoy dinner with him.
Lee Fensin has left the room.
And because my friend, Lee, would be horrified
if I left this column shorter than the one to the left,
this is in your memory, Lee. By Jan Lowell

Band Members above are Diane Brown, flute; Leon
Cohen, clarinet; Mark Levy; Gary Kavalar, Alto sax;
Linda Raymond, percussion; Morrie Rudberg, trumpet; Mark Helgert, tenor sax; Mark Wampfler, piano;
John Remmers, euphonium

“Surely there is a future, and your hope will not be cut off.”
Proverbs 23:18

Couples Corner:
Elly and Nate Kraines
Age Brings Wisdom
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If you would like to contribute articles or photos to the bulletin,
please let us know!
The new email address is bulletin@waukeshatemple.org

SAVE The DATE!
Sunday, June 27, 2021

SUPPORT B’NAI MITZVAH STUDENTS:

All members of Congregation Emanu-El
of Waukesha are invited to support our B’nai Mitzvah students and families by attending
their services on Shabbat. Check Temple calendar for dates and times.

Seen and Heard! CEEW Website!
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JOIN CARING COMMITTEE:

If you are interested in joining CEEW’s Caring
Committee, please contact chair Marsha Fensin at mfsings@wi.rr.com.

SISTERHOOD PRESIDENT’S
LETTER

I

SISTERHOOD
CO-PRESIDENTS
SARA ANSON
DEB HACKER

Sisterhood Events –
Save the Date
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Looking for a Few Good Women
–

-

MEMBER DUES RELIEF AVAILABLE:

Members having trouble paying the rest of
their 2020-21 dues or considering dropping their memberships because of job loss or future
uncertainty are encouraged to contact our treasurer, Alan Meyers, to make confidential
arrangements.

SISTERHOOD PROGRAMMING –

T

O

Uria Roth
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ADOPT A BILL:

Adopt-A-Bill has returned to CEEW. Partial payments are welcome. You
can find a list of bills on the Sunday email blast. To adopt a bill, you may pay using PayPal
from our website. Alternatively, checks should be made payable to CEEW with “Adopt-A-Bill”
in the memo area. Mail to CEEW Treasurer, 830 West Moreland Blvd, Waukesha, WI 53188.

The PoeTry
Corner
Cape Cod
(Drake Hotel, Chicago, IL)
“Let’s Get Lost”
lilts from a speaker
as the bartender
shines a martini glass,
and we chat
about Chet Baker’s
roiled past,
drinking nothing
but the smooth brandy
of that voice.
Published: Third Wednesday, 2012

Snow
It’s as if someone tapped
upon the cloud’s sleepy shoulder,
and rudely awoke snowflakes from their quiet slumber,
the way they languidly and stubbornly slog along
relaxed like tired toddlers
drifting… drifting…
in and out of groggy consciousness
as they sprinkle toward the ground,
shedding the remnants of dreams.
Published: 2017 Wisconsin Poets’ Calendar

February Ending

Violin
Its wafer-thin face
reminds the little girl
of a graham cracker
but darker, ruddier,
as she gently glides
her tiny fingers
across the delicate,
ebony-pitted wood.
Published: Echoes Anthology

It’s sleeting heavily today,
but the skunks have been back
for at least three weeks,
leaving their eye-burning mark
at our roadside.
And the weeping willow’s
light straw branches sweep back and forth,
whisking away ice-pellets in a cutting wind.
The maple’s crown weighs heavily
with ruddy, supple buds,
and the dampened twigs
of dormant dogwood
glow in blood-warming crimson.
Published: 2011 Wisconsin Poets’ Calendar

CONTACT ADMINISTRATOR ON RECENT DEATHS:

Contact Administrator
Jan Lowell prior to a service to add a name of a relative or friend to the recent list of those
who have died.

May Their Memories Be for a Blessing
YAHRZEITEN
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BOOK IDEAS:

Bulletin co-editor Adrian Richfield recommends a website for Jewish
books and Book Club ideas. Go to www.jewishbookcouncil.org. Recently published was its
annual Jewish Book Club selection guide that includes discussion questions to go along
with each book.

BOOK CLUB REPORT
Adrian Richfield Reviews: Mudbound
-

CEEW Book Club

-

- -
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ADULT B’NAI MITZVAH POSTPONED:

The Joint Adult B’nai Mitzvah, which was
scheduled for Dec.
has been postponed until we can get back into the synagogue safely.
The service is to include the six members of Cantor Martin’s Adult Hebrew class. They are Joe
Dailey, Marcy Hotz, Elizabeth Lamb, Adrian Richfield, Laurie Schwartz and Denise Stodola.
5th,
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B’NAI MITZVAH
Upcoming at CEEW

2021

2021

2022

MILO PATZ

MOLLY SCHMIDT

TORIN ECKER

Son of Andi

Daughter of Loren

Son of Jennifer

and Tabb Patz

and Mark Schmidt

and Wes Ecker

August 8 , 10:30 a.m.

August 14 , 10:30 a.m.

March 5th, 3:30 p.m.

th

th

OUR WEBSITE:

Check out our creative website developed by Mark Levy at
www.waukeshatemple.org.
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